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This article' describes different aspects of Oildren's.etivironment in modern Swedish society and
some' of the measures which have been or are,bein
taken to improve it. Karin Cronvall describes_resi.dential'environment and its significance for a
child's development, and the child care system in
a country where over 80% of women with small children work outside the home. She also mentions
existing child-safety norms and new ones which are
currently being compiled with a view to further..
prevention of accident among children, Finally
she gives an account of a study into the "inner
environment" of children. in Sweden.
.
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A society's most important natural resource" is undoubtedly_ its children'.
since children will'make up the next generation of adults and willfguaran.tee the contipued'existenar of that society. ,The responsible authorities
should consequently commit substantial resources to-ensuring that the con ditions under which children grow up are as favorable as possible. In
other words, things ought to be this' way, but it is still not certain that
ren's environments in Sweden vary a lot; depending!,
they are this way. Children's
on what family structure they volvup in. Differences in type of housing
and in the family's class- status are of major significance to child 'development. I will come back to these differences ater. To prpvide a brief
background to the current situation of childrefi in 9Weden, I will begin
with a quick look back at'history.,Brief retrospective View
Viewing the situation of children in the told Swedish society through, fog
instance; the eyes of the national ROmantic artist Carl Larsson (1853-19t9)
would be both naive and misleading. Carl Lerspqp's idyllic paintings provide us with,the image of a happy,childhoodexistence that was nothing. but
one 166g, glorious summer vacation. For the vaa,majority of childierrealitY'Whs'campletely diffeient. Severe deprivation and poverty forced
to start earning their living at an early age, often under very
childr,
difficult co ditions.
If we examine Sweden's past, we find that many .children lived in destitution. Wars,and epidemics turned a lot.of them into orphans who had to
support themselves by begging. Because of deprivation, starvatibn, cold
and illness, the:death rate among children was high. Unless they belonged
to the upper class, those children who survived received'a very strict
upbringing aimed at teaching them how to Work and be diligent and obedient.
Both the children in rural areas and urban working class children had to
'contribute to:their family's l 'ivelihood ftpm a young age. This situation
prevailed well into the 20th century. In the late 19th century the first
legislation against child labor was passed,since by then manufacturers
'no longer heeded cheap child labor as new machinery was put into operation.

c
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.Nowadays child labor is regulated by ordinance AFS 1980:13'on the use of
minors in-the labor market, issued by the Natitonal Board of Occupational'
.Safety and Health. According to this ordinance, minors under 16 may only
.be employed for fight' work and those under 13 only far occasional. work
:and for no more than five days at a time.

e

The compulsory education law of 1842 did not actualry require children
td.attend'schpols,*ly that instruction shOuld'be made generally vailable: As a consequence, those children able to find work andthereb
contribute to their family's livelihood rceivdd very deficient schooling.
It was not until around 1900 that the mandatory education rule was reinterpreted to mean actual compulsory formal schooling. tince.then, the
period of'campulsory schooling has been exiiended succesaively. Under the
latest official curriculum for Sweden's comprehensive schools, 'known ad
Lgr 80, pupils are required to complete nine years of School, compared
with the six years stipulated in 1842. Child lOor-no longer exists on
any scale worth mentioning, infant mortality is now among the lowest in
the world (6.8 per thousand live births, according to the 1984 Station-.
cal Abstract of Sweden), and children's lives-look totally diffe77777
Sweden today than-they did a few generations ago.
Child care and residential environment
The majority of Sweden's adult population spend most of the day away from
their own tesidential area, since there is virtually no coordination between housing and workplaces. On the other hand, nearly half (48%) of all
children below age 7 spend their days at home with one parent. Those who
have been admitted to municipal.day nurseries (day care centers)'comprise
23% of all children below age 7 while 15% are enrolled in family,day nurseries (explained below).
The number of children per day nursery may vary a lot. There are small
day nurseries housed in ordinary Apartments, with about 10 children. But
there are also large day nurseries with many groups and a totalof up to
150 children. The most common size, however, is 40-50 children divided
into a few groups: As for the number of children per group, the National
Board of Health and Welfare_ has recommended a maximum of .15 children per
group aged 3-7 and only 12 children per group if their age is 0-3 years.
In groups with children aged 0-3 the Board recommends that there be two
adults per five children, in groups aged. 3-7 one adult per five children
and:in older groups one adult per six children. As for the size of day
A
'nursery facilities the Board makes no recommendations but leaves this,-up
.to the municipal governments to decide.
AsidePfrom day nurseries there are also'so-called family day nurseries,
which fulfill.an important task within the child care system. In a family
day nursery, a child-minder,takes children into her/his own home and re-,
ceives a salSry from the municipality for this service. The number of
children may vary from one to six (including the child - minder's own
children), and their agbs may range from six months to 12 years. When the
number is as high as.six,-one or more of them are school -age children who
spend time in the family day nursery only befbre and/or After their school
day.

Today's Swedish pre - schools (day nurseries and part-time groups, the
tatter mainly intended for children aged 4-6) havp often been criticized
both by staff members and parent6 because their activities are largely

41.

lqcking in a uniform theoretical basis and a firm structure when it comes
to goals' and working methods. Npw,chowever, the National Board of.Health
and4Welfare.is'working out a draft version of a central pedagogical
program for the pre-school system which will contain guidelines on how to
-stimulate children in the pre-schools to think, feel and act independently.
Twelve percent of children aged 7-10 spend the time before and after'
school in leisure time centers while their parents work. In these centers
they receive food, meet friends and have a chance to spend time, on vari.

our hobby actAvit.ies-or do their hothework.

Of all children with single mothers,"77% live in apartment houses and
45% of these mRthets have s working week of 35 hours or more. Of children aged 7-12 with single moths, 36% lack supervision all day, -which
.means.that to a. relatively great extent these children probably have no
altternative but'to take care of themselves in 'their own housing area
This obviously means-that their residential environment- is important 0.
these children and influences their development. Two-thirdsiof. all
11dren in Sweden live in single-family homes, while_one-tenth live in
apartment houses at least four stories high, and one-fourth in lowe
apartment buildings. Comparing tNe'number of children in bUilt-up areas
with thelnumber in rural areas, we find that 30% live in the three
largest metropolitan regions -- Stockholm, Goteborg (Gothenburg) and Malmo- while 34% live in municipal districts having more than 90,000 people
within a 30 km (18 miles) radius of the municipal center, and 36% live in
municipal districts with fewer than 90,000 inhabitants.;
In rang respects,, those children who live yin single-family houses have a
better living environment than children in high-rise apartment buildings
in cities and towns. As a general tendency, they have parents with better
economic resources; since as a rule it requires a higher income to live,
in a single-family'home than in an apartment.
People
to let

'th high salaries often have a good education and are thus able
heir children grow up under favorable socio-economic conditions.
Single- amily homes as such obviously also offe, a number of 'advantages
more living space, access to one's orn- and e
The living environment of children'i
ghrise apartment buildipgs,'on
the other hand,, can be quite dreary. During the 1960s and 1970s. a large
volume of housing was constructed, especially apartment houses around theoutskirts of Sweden's three largest cities.. The aim was to eliminate the
prevailing shortage of housing as quickly as possible, and the result etas
that new construction was concentrated in'high-rise rental apartment
buildings in new suburbs. The standards of these apartmentd were. good in
terms of size and furnishings, but the living environment was monotonousand uninspiring. The natu ;al vegetation disappeared when these buildings
were erected, to be replaced by parking spaces, asphalt- covered playgrounds with uninspiring
xed,...paa
equipment and ah occasional skinpy,
newly planted tree and he e. tl-i. , 'thorny bushes. In these rapidly
expanding dormitory suburbs 1*-.:
paved in were almost exclusively
young families with childreh. Th
ant that the children in the area
rarely came into contact with other categories of Opole.
.

In an attempt to,correct some of the mistakes mad during this'"housing
explosion" of 15,20 years ago, the government has introduced so-called
environmental improvement grants. These grants are paid to residential

areas made up of apartment buildings constructed. before 1975 to improve
their immediate surroundings. This may, for instance, be. a matter of
making the outdoor environment better for play and social activities,
furnishing-common recreational areas, carrying out measures to ilia t
noise and air pollution and decorate entry halls and walls of buildings
with the help of artists. One condition for the payment of such a grant
is that the measures undertaken clearly improve the overall environment
and that these improvements benefit all the residents of the area.
In constructing new 1iousing during the past few years, builders and
planners have applied the lessons learned from earlier mistakes. This
means, for examplep_that they try. to prevent segregation of different
categories of people in separate neighborhoods by-constructing multifamily buildings thq each contain a wider variety of apartment" types
than befdre. The same building may-thus contain large apartments for
families wits several children, small apartments for single and retired
people and apartments adapted to the needs of the disabled. -

There are also experiments in new housing construction concepts. For
example, in -the,suburb of Upplands Vtisby north bf -Stockholm, a new kind_

of five=room apartment has.been constructed; each unit can be divided'
into two apartments,'one with two'rooms and a kitchenette and the other
with three rooms and a kitchen. This makes it'possitle for teenaged
children to "move out" but still live at home, a kind of gradual-moving
process that may feel more Secure to both children and_parents.Another
alternative is for Grandma and Grandpa to live in the smalley apartment,
thus giving the children in the family closer contact with the oldest
generation.
Playgrounds'

The 1981 Swedish building standards (Svensk Byggnorm, SBN 1981) contain
the following regulations and recommendations regarding the areas immediately surrounding apartment houses:
The entrance area -- within 50-meters (164 ft), of the main door-should
'contain an open Spec that has plenty of, sunlight and is suffigiently
large and'suitably designed for stall children to play in and-as a
spot for adults to rest and, relax'.
2

The
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area for small children near the entrance should be 100-200
150 sq ft) in size and serve a maximum of 30 family apartments. It should be located,where it gets lots of sunlight between.
9 a.m. and.5 p.m. and can be watched from the apartments. One or more
sandboxes totaling 20 m2
er 200 sq ft) should.be included, along
with space for ball games,
icycfing (gravel, asphalt, concrete slabs)
winter games and simple c imbing equipment, as' well as space for children and adults to sit. In the case of areas consisting of singlefamily homes, the play area may be diV*Cied into two smaller units of
50-100 m2 (538-1,075 sq ft) each.
For children's games, there should be neighborhood playgrounds or play
areas! each with a surface A 1,500-2,000 mz (16,150-21,500 sq ft)
serving a maximum of 150 family apartments. This area may be gathered
into one neighborhood playground or divided into smaller play facilities within a play area, all located within 150 meters (500 ft) of the
entrance of an apartment house.

- 5. -

Within walking distance from the a;i*Artment house entrance there should
be a park with play facilities and a-ball field. The park should npr-.
molly have an'area of 2,000 iriZ (over 20,000 sq,ft) and the ball field
1,000 m2 (over 10,000 sq ft) and the distance fg.om the residential
building should be about 300 meters (about 1,000 ft).
.

'Because the building standards state that there should be-"a sufficiently
large open area which is suitable for play-and outdoor stays if such an
Open area can be prepared at a reasonable cost and without particular -inconvenience" (my underline}, residential builders have been given great
,freedom when it comes to putting in playgroUnds. The playgrounds that
were built in the 1960s and 1970s were also unimaginative and uninspiring.
Planners did not always consider what makes a playground attractive so
that children. will choose to play there instead of being drawn to shopping
centers, parking lo,ts and similar- places that are hardly suitable far
play. In many playgroums, the play "equipment consists of fixed structures
that are impossible or, difficult to change aquas have, so.to sibeao
-

"finishd playing" by the time the children arrive at a playground. Movable play equipment Is rare, and playgrounds can sometimes be windy, sun less and surrounded by inhospitable'thorny bushes. Byznow people have
- become aware of these mistakes. As a'result, drearylplaygroonds in ,many_
places have bpeniupgraded, sometimes with the help.of.t4e environmental

improvement grant mentioned above.

e In more than 40 of Sweden's 280 -or so municipal districts, certain parks
have - municipally financed play programd supervised- by\trained personnel.
Such programs offer children sensjbleland stimulating activities such as.
ice-skating instruction, carpentry etc. Some of these supervised park
rograms also have playhouses and other"buildings where children have
access to different types of.games and play equiptent, primarily for
outdoor play.

Formally there are very few norms and safety requirements when it comes.
to play materials. Because Swedish manufacturers of play equipment not
only supply the domestic market but also export their,products to other
parts of Europe, they have been.compelled.taadjust tb the safety requirements prevailing in other European countries., In West Germany, for
instance, strict safety requirements* are applied to play equipment. As a
result, play materials sold in Sweden also maintain a high safety -standard.

The Swedish Standards Institution is currently devising official Swedish
safety standards for play equipment. A drat version of such a document,
worked 6ut in cooperation with the play etitgpment committee of the'
Swedish AssoCiation of Producers of Educational Aids, is expected to,be
completed and circulated for official coMments by various inkerested
parties this fall. The proposal, based on German dtandards, lays down
requirements regardThg materials and the properties of play equipment
a.ithed at reducing -the danger of accidents, but also inclOdes specifications on accessability, assembly and maintenance. Mere are, how vcr,
no regulations govrning the maintenance of playground equipment- such
rules would be desirable, considering that many accidents occur
ciscly because of play materials-have become worn-out.
Child safety

As for toys, the National Board
lines and signed agreements with

r Consumer Po i'CACS has isdued
he toy industry to the effect that

-'6

.

\

,

\ toys used by small children May-pot be hazardous to 1.hem when subjecte
' to normal use. Some tdys which are not eonsidered.suitable for small.

children must be labeledNot suitable.for children under age 3" and be
'furnished with a brief explanation.
or

TO avoid vario up accident'ha440s in the home, regulations specifythat
after January 1, 1974 should be equipped with stove
apattments bu
cal outlets shielded agalris -inserted objects and safety
gUards, elec
catches on windows. Movable objects in the home must also fulfill certa'in requirements: The vertical:bars at the foot of babies' Cribs for
`example, may not be spaced more than. 8.5 cm (3.4 in)rapart, the sides
of the crib - should be at least 60,cm (23.6 in) high and the bottom of
thebed--..if it consists of Slatsmay nett have a wider 'space than 2.5 cm
(1 in) between the slats.

To ensure that children traveling in cars are as safe as possible, the
Swedish Road Safety Office, the VI-1,41d Council and other organizations
recommend that they either sit in_a child-restraining seat. (for those
aged 9 months to 4 years) approved by the Road Safety Office or use af.
seat belt and safety cushion in the back seat (children over 4 years
old). For children taller than 150 cm (4 ft 11 in) and weighing more.
the -peat belt-alone is sufficient.
than 35,kg (77 lb)

When children go Ncycling, sledding c

ice skating. a helmet is recommended, and when they' are in a boat or on a, pier a I4fe4preserver is
strongly ,advised. There are,no-binding rules on the use of these safety
-devices, .but the recommendations have been widely, heeded, especially
thos regardig the use of child-restraining seats-and life preservers.

Big cities, rural areas, single-family homes, apartnient houses

children brow up in
If we were to compare the conditions under
,rural areas-and in big cities, we would priabably_findnymerdpi' differences. In a 'small country village, children have immediate access to
recreational opportunitiesrightouts.ide-their doors Skiing, fishing,
'hiking in the woods and fields,bicyCling trips pn rural.highbays with
little automotive traffic, and berry-4nd mushroom picking. In a small
town the" is also the security inherent in social cOntrols; based on
the fact that everybody knows each other. 'The disadvantages Of rural
life include4,the long distances to schools and other service institaions.slich as4the post office, stores, theslibrary and phOrmacy. There
Eire also fewer cultural events, and access to educational opportunities
of various kinds is poorer than in cities and towns:'Unemployment,in
rural areas also obviously influences chit ren's lives, since it undermines the-e6bnomic situation of famijies an often forces people tb move
somewhere else.,
fte

A child in a major metropolitan area usually does, not have the same
advantages as a rural child, but,escapes the disadvantages. Of rupal
e.
But this Eitatement really-dues not apply to everyone, because of-the
differences that exist between children due to social class. The children of parents with good economic resource have access to stimulating
recreational activities, such. as travaling during their school vacations both within Sweden and abroad..Their parents drive then) to
riding and tennis lessons., They are encouraged and stimulated to-do
well in school, which obviously gives them better future prosipects than
children of pa
with poorer material resources.
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-\Privileged childten in cities and towns often live, in
homes,'while the children Of bluelhollar and clerical workers live in
apartment houses: A comparative study of children hying in Singlefamily homes.and in' apartment houses wascarried.oiot by Eva Lis Bjt.irman,
an,ethnologist working at the'Nordic Museum (Barn och-barn, Liber.Laromedel-,N Stockholm, 1981). She found many differences between these two
categories of childreP and stated that these'diifferences are not due to
dissimilarities between residential areas, but are more aconsequence of
economic and c4ltural differences.' Working7class children in aparttent
house areas spend most of t4ieir time in the suburb vihere they live.
They Often play together ir large groups and perpetuate their own,children's culture_in the form orteam games and nursery rhymes. Children
of middle-class parents living in areas or single-family houses,,_ in
contrast, mostly, play. in twos. Their. 14ay -is often interrupted by atightly scheduled, weekly, program of fi *ed recreational, activities two
or these times a'week, and they are more mottile than working - class'
#

children; both as a result of their recreational activitiea and
parentS.' greater opportunities for travel, -and outings. Bjurman a
found that this social.-segregation is,clear4 reflected in school marks:
.,.the average marks at schools in areas jaf single- family- homes are higher
than in areas of apartment buildings.
Children's psychological environment
Children 'in:SweElen today neeciot starve, freeze, support themselves, or
go.;without elementary schooling or medical care. They are materially
well provided for in the welfare state, but what about their !'inner".
lives, ,heir minds? Despite their external prOsperity, even in Sweden
there are children who fare badly..

A study of 11-yearold children in five.countries Spain, Algeria,
Israe.1Ithiopia and Sweden has tried to,compare their livin9 con,.
ditions'(Kalvesten, A-L. and ddman, M., Barn i 5 lender tecknar'och
tanker, Liber/Utbildningsferlaget, Stockholm, 1979). It is worth noting
this skudy's finding that Swedish children differ from the others wheh
it comes to the importance of their family tto theM. One statement that
the children ware.asked to reply to was "I feel there is someone who
likes me." They could answer "of n ", "sometimes" or "never". Of the
Swedish. children, 111 answered "never ", whereas in the other Countries
hardly any childrenlchose4that alternative. only 22% of the Swe
h
children answered Hoften"--compared with 65-70% in the other count 'es.

In the study,: children in the five countries were asked to draw a person of*erther sex and write on the back of,the paper what that person
was thinking:'They were also ask2d to answer a member of questions related to their attitudes,. Aside from the toe- mentioned difference
between children inSweden and in the other countries, other differences also emerged. 'Unlike children.in other countries, the Swedish
11-year-olds n ?ver mentioned worries about their livelihood or responsibility for chores at home. Their drawings always showed children
of their own age, who usually were thinking about recreational activities, while iC was not uncommon for the children in the other countries
to depict adults, whose thoughts revealed that the children' were p ndering their future role as parents and ebmily breadwinners.

In Sweden, children are allowed'to be children full-time. They live'in
a carefree children's. and teenagers' world, which Kalvesetn and bdman
interpret as's sign of prosperity. At the same time, they regard it as
8
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a limilph environment for

to grow up in, filled with "age-,
.appropriate" consumption anOlot,mUch else. There were clear signs that
some children did not feel\gbod about their life_ situation: The fact
that children in Sweden, unlike their contemporariesNin other countries,
often liked an animal better than any, uman-being indicates shortcomings in their relationthips with the adult world. .An additional sign
that Swedial children felt a lack of contact was that a common cause of
fear among them was the possibility of being left ardne or outside the
group;
.

`

The fact that children live under good material conditions is not enough
for favorable development--e good "inner environment" is a necessary,..%.prerequisite to be able to take proper advantage of the external environment.

What is being done tb improve 616 environment cif children in Sweden?
Efforts torimprove the. living environment of children must, of necessity,
affect society as a whole. Children live in the same society as adults..
When parents feel bad for various reasons--physical or psychological
their children start off at a disadvantage in terms of favorable.devel-opment. For these reasons, society as whole must be included in any reforms aimed at achieVing far-reaching'improvements in the living.conditions of children.

In Sweden, a separate government.zgency has been established whose task
is to "wocktoward improvements in Childrenis environment, with special
emphisis on the* play environment, and toward greater safety for children and young 'people." This agency, the Child Council, was established
in 1980 and has subsequently worked actively to call attention to-the
situation of children in Swedish society by disseminating knowledge,_on
how various factors inithe'physical and psychological 'environment prevent or stimulate children's development.. -The Council initiates
measures aimed at.preventive efforts in the field of child safety and in_
other ways emphasizes the importance of a good childhood environment to
human development.
The Child Council runs a large-sca e advisorl.program which includes the
publication of posters, brochures and booklets on how to make the physical environment of children safer. .The program also includes exhibitions,
slide shows etc., which give-more cbncrete form to the Council's ideas
when it comes to children's living environment, play and play materials,
children's culture and children in pre-schools, leisure-time centers and
the schools. It sponsors conferences and is'also internationally active
.......,1.11-v,trious contexts. An important part of the work of the Child Council
is sits direct 'eontact with the puiirlic by means of letters, telephone
calls and study' trips.

4

A basic prerequisite for improving the living conditions of children is
to make indivdduals as well as the responsible government authorities
better aware of the existing problems and make they realize the importance of action. To sum Op, a lot remains.to be-done before it can be
said'that all children in Sweden are growing up in an environment which
best favors their developMent into perceptive and responsible adults.

Translation: Victor Kayfetz
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